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To the conventional scientist, numbers are merely symbols of comparative quantities, but in the

broader, metaphysical sense, they assume a deeper, more profound significance. The Complete

Book of Numerology reveals the underlying meaning behind the numbers in your life and enables

you to understand the connection between your numerological patterns and your degree of

abundance, health, and general well-being.Overall, delving into the world of numbers will provide

you with a simple and accurate way to decipher your experiences in the same manner that a road

map helps you navigate a route that you havenâ€™t previously traveled.
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I am halfway through this book and found it so informative that I jumped right on  to purchase a few

for family members. I recently developed an interest in numberology and symbolism and bought this

book as a beginner read to find out a little more about the subject. I was not disappointed! The book

gives you the right tools/knowledge to learn about your inner self and the profound impact

(birthdate/year, persoal year numbers, ruling numbers) numbers have on your life. I whole heartedly



recommend this book to ANYONE who is even slightly interested in the subject.

This a VERY good book, with topics you won`t find in no other Numerology book, like Chapter 6,

"The Arrows of Individuality", or Chapter 12, "The Astrology / Numerology connection".

Unfortunately the author has passed away. I also recommend to read the chapter 16,

"Reincarnation, Do We Have a Choice?"

it's okay, for the style of numerology it is, but:- weird theories are added which have nothing to do

with numerology...pyramids in Atlantis? really?- a looping astrology chapter, with no reference to

numerology at all.- some significant variations from almost all Western numerology, for example, the

lack of 1s in exchange for 10s, or the bad info on determining whether a Y is a vowel or not, or

leaving out other names than the first altogethernot bad, but all the details are covered much better

in other books.

This book is perfect for anyone who has just been bitten by the Numerology bug.Great detail and

easy to understand!

I'm just learning but it seems to me that David stuck more closely to the original Pythagorean

numerology whereas some of the other authors seem bent on putting their own spin on things. I

haven't seen anyone else do the arrows of individuality - this method seems to have morphed into

"planes of expression" with other numerologists which I find less intuitive and somewhat confusing. I

like the arrows although I have adapted some of his other methods to be more in line with what

seems to be the modern consensus. For example, David teaches that you should only use the

name you go by whereas most say to use the name as written on the birth certificate. So I interpret

both but tend to favor whole birth name. If anyone reads this review and knows of another

numerology book that covers arrows of individuality I would welcome a comment or a note. It's

always good to get more than one perspective on these things. I ordered this in Kindle version and

turned to it so often that I ended up buying a hard copy as well. If you like numerology this is a good

addition to your library and an easy way to start learning.

This book was half good half bad.THE GOOD: It explained very well the methodology and layout

used to do the calculations. The parts up to and through "arrows" is very detailed and something

that you won't find presented in most modern texts. Explainations up to that point are also pretty



good and thorough.THE BAD: It was very bad when it got to occupations. VERY! For example

Social Work for an 11 is just wrong and a huge underuse of energy. More correctly is the fact that

an 11 is best in a social leadership role. Social Working is not leading. LOL Another example is for

an 8 as an actor. Most of the people he lists are actors but not very good ones, instead they are

"popular" in their jobs due to "something" but not necessarily proficiency of the craft. LOL These are

just two example where he is generally correct but specifically wrong.I specifically don't use

numerology to personally assess because it fails to hone in the way that he tries to hone it in.After

the "arrows" chapter the author gets less and less detailed and basically writes about a paragraph of

fluff about each heading. He even mentions the idea of twins but seems to fail to understand or

explain that of course if they have different names that have different expressions. So in numerology

twins wouldn't theoretically be difficult to distinguish whereas in astrology if you don't know the

correct methodologies you could indeed have great difficulty.Overall not a coaster but readers need

to be VERY CAREFUL not to take the specific vocational advice too seriously. That was the most

harmful part of the book, otherwise it was generally informative.

This is the ultimate book on Numerology, and written by an Australian, very succint, amazingly true,

bonus is that he writes foods and cell salts for the various numbers and sun signs. The only book to

have on this subject!

I found the book was an interesting overview of current Numerology, which appears quite shallow

and superficial. I found that there were some historical disconnects and I am disturbed about the

links made to medical conditions, like Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), among others.

References are made to these techniques being started by Pythagoras, but calendars have

changed multiple times since then, and no reference is made to how numbers derived from

Pythagoras' calendars relate to current calendars. Were these analyses based on new evaluations

of observations in current times? Finally, There are other numerological studies of names and dates

from other cultures, like Hebrew interpretation of names, dates and numbers, in general, which are

not touched upon, leaving me to wonder how "complete" this book of numerology might be. There

may be power in numbers, but I do not get an understanding from this book of how and why..
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